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A COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM 
FOR COUNTY EQUIPMENT COST RECORDS 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1 
This report describes the work accomplished to date on research 
project HR-173, A Computer Based Information System for County Equip-
ment Cost Records, and presents the initial design for this system. 
The specific topics discussed here are findings from the analysis 
of information needs, the system specifications developed from these 
findings, and the proposed system design based upon the system 
specifications. The initial system design will include tentative 
input designs for capturing input data, output designs to show the 
output formats and the items to be output for use in decision 
making, file design showing the organization of information to be 
kept on each piece of equipment in the computer data file, and 
general system design explaining how the entire system will operate. 
The Steering Committee1 appointed by Iowa Highway Research 
Board is asked to study this report, make appropriate suggestions, 
and give approval to the proposed design subject to any suggestions 
made. This approval will permit the designer to proceed promptly with 
the development of the computer program implementation phase of 
the design. 
2.0 ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION NEEDS 
In this section a report is made concerning our: 
1. Study of the equipment cost record systems in a repre-
sentative group of counties. 
lsee Appendix A for Steering Committee members. 
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2. Study of the applicable Iowa Department of Transportation, 
Highway Division systems for equipment cost record collection, 
storage and use. 
3. Review of applicable texts and other information relating 
to equipment costs and information systems. 
4. Investigation of the computer facilities available at the 
Highway Division to determine the possibility of using 
these facilities for the operational phase. 
These studies and investigations were made consistent with our 
original proposal [l] for this project. 
The information obtained from each of these studies will now 
be discussed in detail. 
2.1 STUDY OF EQUIPMENT COST RECORD SYSTEMS IN A REPRESENTATIVE 
GROUP OF COUNTIES 
The investigators visited with county engineers or their 
representatives in nine selected counties. These counties were 
selected based upon advice of the Steering Committee and included 
counties in different parts of the state with varying population 
and geographical sizes. Two of these counties have already imple-
mented computerized cost record keeping systems. 
The counties and persons visited, and dates of the visits are 
shown below. 
1. Poweshiek County M. o. Hansen November 26, 1974 
2. Linn County Bill Harrington January 9, 1975 
3. Montgomery County Cleo Smith January 14, 1975 
4. Madison County Tim Waddingham, January 16, 1975 
Admin. Asst. 
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5. Jasper County Chuck Cabalka January 16, 1975 
6. Warren County Bob Sandy January 21, 1975 
7. Boone County Carl Schnoor January 21, 1975 
8. Clayton County Milt Johnson January 28, 1975 
9. Black Hawk County Paul Schwarting March 18, 1975 
Montgomery and Black Hawk counties have already developed computer 
based equipment cost accounting systems. 
From our discussions we found that all these counties are 
collecting data on direct operating cost items to include fuel, oil, 
tires, grease, antifreeze, expendable parts (e.g., blades and fil-
ters), repair and overhaul parts, and maintenance and repair labor. 
Each county has its own forms for collecting these direct cost 
items as well as the number of miles or hours each piece of equip-
ment was used during a given time period. Forms used for collecting 
cost data were obtained from each county as well as equipment inven-
tory lists. Representative forms may be found in Appendix C. 
Basically two ways are used to capture direct cost data for 
each piece of equipment. The first way is by the operator record-
ing items on his time card or on other forms for specific cost 
items, e.g., a fuel ticket. The second way that the direct cost 
items are captured is by shop personnel recording cost items on 
shop maintenance and repair forms. Then, periodically, say monthly, 
the data on these forms are transferred to a summary form. Usually, 
there is one summary form for each piece of equipment, containing 
sufficient space for direct operating cost data for one year. 
At the end of the year (calendar year in the counties visited) 
the direct operating costs are totaled. In five counties, a 
depreciation figure is also then recorded for the particular piece 
of equipment. In Jasper County, the depreciation amounts come 
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from detailed graphs of depreciation which have been developed for 
each piece of equipment. However, the other counties use less formal 
means of establishing depreciation charges. At any rate, the appro-
priate totals are then divided by the total number of hours or miles 
the equipment has been operated during the year. The result gives 
the annual cost per hour or mile for operating the equipment. 
The resulting cost per hour or mile figures are being used in 
a number of different ways, to include establishing rental rates 
for entire classes of equipment {i.e., all motor graders, trucks, 
etc.), comparing operating costs for similar equipment made by 
different manufacturers, and determining which equipment to rebuild 
or trade due to high operating costs. 
None of the counties appear to be including indirect costs in 
the cost per hour or cost per mile figures. Indirect costs are 
costs which cannot be directly attributed to a piece of equipment; 
such overhead costs must be allocated on an equitable basis to 
ensure that each piece of equipment assumes its fair share of these 
costs. Representative indirect costs include insurance, storage, 
supervisory and clerical overhead. Although some of these costs 
are more attributable to ownership than operation, they should, 
none-the-less, be included in the development of total cost per 
hour or cost per mile figures. 
Another observation is that each county engineer visited 
appeared to be willing to adopt a uniform computer based system. 
County engineers in Black Hawk and Montgomery counties, which al-
ready have computer based systems, stated that the new system would 
undoubtedly duplicate some existing procedures, thereby adding some 
additional costs to their current operation. However, it appears 
that the added cost will be minimal. 
--- -------------- - ------, 
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Based upon equipment counts from the nine counties visited, 
it appears that there are about 9000 pieces of equipment state wide 
which should be reported upon once this system is operational. This 
number has been determined by including all self-propelled equip-
ment and any other equipment with a list price over $5000. This 
is an average of about 90 pieces of equipment per county. 
Operating the proposed system on an annual basis seemed to 
be most favorable to the county engineers visited. Most of the 
existing systems gather and report annual data. While it would be 
possible to make all reports on a monthly, quarterly, or semi-
annual basis, the value of such added information does not appear 
to be in proportion to the added cost that would be incurred. 
Finally, the additional output desired by the county engineers 
includes reporting average costs per hour or mile figures for a 
given class of equipment within each county, and for a representative 
district in which the county is located, as well as for the whole 
state. They also desire cost per hour or mile figures for· equip-
ment, subcategorized by manufacturer and age of the equipment. 
2.2 STUDY OF APPLICABLE HIGHWAY DIVISION SYSTEMS 
The investigators visited the Highway Division of the Iowa 
Department of Transportation on February 11, 1975, to study the 
Highway Division's system of equipment cost accounting. The 
Highway Division's A & B-F Equipment System and computer system 
were discussed with Mr. J. F. Hoag, Data Processing Director, and 
Mr. Kenneth L. Shafer, Systems Project Manager. The investigators 
also met with Mr. Stephen E. Roberts of the Steering Committee 
during this period. 
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Three main areas were investigated during these meetings. 
These included a study of the Highway Division's A Equipment Cost 
System, the Highway Division's computer hardware system and its 
potential for use with the system proposed here, and an attempt 
to find a contact point for entering the counties data into the 
Highway Division's Data Processing Department for computer pro-
cessing. The Highway Division's computer system and Data Pro-
cessing Department will be discussed in detail in Section 2.4. 
We were interested in obtaining documentation of the Highway 
Division's A Equipment System because the A Equipment most nearly 
matches the type of equipment we are working with in this research 
study. The A Equipment System is a computerized billing, inventory, 
and accounting system which is used to keep track of all self-
propelled equipment owned and operated by the Highway Division of 
the Iowa Department of Transportation. This system sto+es operating 
cost information for each piece of equipment for both the fiscal 
year and for the life of the equipment. Costs include operation 
charges, depreciation charges, fuel expense, parts, and labor. 
Total mileage or hours are also stored for the current year and 
for the life of the equipment. We spent several hours discussing 
this system with Mr. Shafer and obtained written documentation [9] 
of it. 
Our further studies of the A Equipment System have indicated 
that while it is a most worthwhile system for state purposes, it 
is not directly applicable or adaptable to processing summary data 
in the form needed by county engineers. None-the-less, we have 
learned much from our study of this system and have incorporated 
many of its concepts into the design proposed here. 
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In our discussion with Mr. Hoag and Mr. Shafer, it was learned 
that while the Highway Division's Data Processing Department would 
be pleased to provide computer services for the proposed system, 
their group does not act as an initial entry point for input data 
from outside groups. Therefore, another initial entry point would 
be required to collect data from the various counties and turn it 
over to the Data Processing Department. We discussed this need 
with Mr. Roberts, and he suggested the Secondary Roads Department 
as a possibility. However, no decision has yet been made concern-
ing this point. 
2.3 REVIEW OF APPLICABLE TEXTS AND MANUFACTURERS INFORMATION 
Equipment costs ref er to the over-all cost entailed in pro-
viding and utilizing the services of equipment. These costs may 
be classified several ways. Some of these classifications are: 
a) operating and ownership costs, b) variable and fixed costs, and 
c) direct and indirect costs [5] . The elements making up total 
equipment costs fall into various general categories depending 
on the classification system used. For example, one cost element 
is fuel. The cost of fuel is an operating cost under classification 
a) , a variable cost under b) , and a direct cost under c) . A 
review of literature applicable to county equipment cost record 
keeping [2,8], has shown that the most appropriate and common way 
to classify costs is to use the direct and indirect cost system. 
Another important part of over-all equipment cost, in addition to 
direct and indirect costs, is depreciation. A discussion of these 
three cost factors taken from the NACE Action Guide Series [8] 
follows. 
"Direct cost is composed of two parts, repair 
and operating cost. Repair cost means the cost of 
parts and materials installed or consumed in repair-
ing or overhauling equipment, together with the labor 
expended in these operations. Also included are the 
costs of services performed by commerical shops. 
Operating cost means the cost of supplies consumed in 
operating and servicing equipment, including servic-
ing obtained from commerical services. It includes 
the cost of consequential amounts of labor involved 
in servicing, other than that of operators on duty 
with the equipment. The following are typical oper-
ating cost items: fuel, lubricants, grease, tires 
and tubes, tire repairing, and expendable accessories 
(spark plugs, batteries, fan belts, etc.}. 
Indirect costs are those not identified with 
any particular unit or equipment, thus requiring pro-
rating costs to all equipment benefited. Following 
are typical examples of indirect costs: 
1. Salaries and expenses of supervisory employ-
ees not directly employed in servicing or 
repairing equipment. 
2. Clerical salaries of employees engaged in 
accounting and preparing reports for equip-
ment. 
3. Shop storage and miscellaneous costs of an 
overhead nature relating to the care and 
handling of equipment, such as: 
--------, 
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a) Utilities. 
b) Office and shop building depre-
ciation, rental and maintenance. 
c) Depreciation of shop equipment. 
d) Replacement of expendable shop 
tools. 
e) Office supplies. 
f) Salary of shop foreman or super-
intendent. 
g) Moving equipment. 
h) Equipment Insurance 
Depreciation is the measure of the declining value 
of property due to age and wear. It is normally based 
on the original cost of the equipment including erection, 
attachments, and transportation, less the estimated sal-
vage value at the time the equipment is retired from 
service. This is the depreciation base. Thus a unit 
costing $14,000 less an estimated salvage value of $2,000 
at replacement time would have a depreciation base of 
$12,000 ..... 
The depreciated value {purchase price less accumu-
lated depreciation) of a unit of equipment will seldom 
equal the actual secondhand market value of the parti-
cular unit. The age, amount of use and mechanical con-
9 
dition will determine the resale or trade-in value, 
which may be greater or less than the depreciated or 
book value." 
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Iowa law apparently prohibits the use of revolving funds (2) 
in accounting procedures for county-owned equipment. Therefore a 
separate fund cannot receive depreciation charges from each job 
performed. This has been interpreted by county engineers as imply-
ing that depreciation figures should not be included in determining 
rental rates for costing out jobs. They should be included, how-
ever, for internal control purposes such as determinations affecting 
equipment replacement and purchase of new equipment. 
When this system was originally proposed, it was thought that 
extensive studies of equipment manufacturers information would be 
needed for determining such things as equipment classifications. 
However, the A Equipment System and reference [4] obviated the need 
for a detailed study of equipment manufacturers materials. 
2.4 INVESTIGATION OF COMPUTER FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
At the start of this study it was felt that the Highway 
Division's computer facility would be an ideal one on which to 
operate the information system for county equipment cost records. 
Our subsequent studies have shown that this is indeed the case. 
The Highway Division's computer is an IBM 370/145. The IBM 
S/370 is the newest line from IBM and the 145 is a medium sized 
model within the S/370 line. This system has 1 million bytes {posi-
tions for storing characters) of storage in the main computer memory. 
This computer operates under a system which makes it look to users 
as if there are 16 million bytes of main memory available. This is 
more than adequate for our intended use. 
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Some of the peripherals attached to the 370/145 include an IBM 
3300 magnetic disk, six magnetic tape drives for reading and writing 
data from and to magnetic tapes, a punched card reader, a line printer 
which produces the printed output, and approximately 25 remote ter-
minals. The main computer and peripheral gear are compatible with 
the computer system at the University of Iowa on which the computer 
programs for the equipment cost accounting system are being developed. 
Moreover, aworking relationship already exists between the 
counties and the Highway Division with their analysts, programmers 
and computer personnel already attuned to county road and equipment 
needs. In addition, formal assurance has been received from Mr. 
Howard Gunnerson (see Appendix B) that their data processing services 
are available for this purpose. 
The computer programming languages available for use on this 
system include COBOL and PL/l. The A Equipment System is written 
in COBOL, mainly because its development began before PL/l was widely 
used or available. However, it is our intention to use the PL/l 
language when writing the computer programs for the new system being 
developed. PL/l is a powerful language with data handling and manip-
ulation capabilities even stronger than COBOL'S and its computa-
tional capabilities are unmatched in commonly available general 
purpose languages. 
An estimate has been made of anticipated data processing opera-
tional costs. The maximum cost for one hour of computer central 
processing time is about $175. It would probably take no more than 
one hour of such time each time the county equipment cost system is 
run. The major cost would probably be the cost of keypunching, that 
is, punching cards suitable for entering the data into the computer 
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from the forms submitted on each piece of equipment from each county. 
The cost for keypunchers is about $4.00 per hour. If this system 
is run on an annual basis it may take 200 hours of keypunching time. 
Other costs include cards, magnetic tapes, and continuous form paper 
(the paper the output is printed on), and postage. With all counties 
taking part on an annual basis, and costs allocated equally to all 
counties, the estimated cost per county is approximately $20 per 
year. This does not include the costs of data collection and prep-
aration on the county level prior to submitting summaries to the 
data processing facility. 
3.0 GENERAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
This section documents and summarizes the developmental work 
accomplished to date. It is the end result of the system study sub-
phase of the application development process. The system study has 
focused on the determination of the new system's objectives and the 
development of the input-output processing system specifications. \ 
3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION-EXISTING SYSTEMS 2 
There is at the present time no uniform state-wide system for 
analyzing county equipment costs. A minority of the counties have 
implemented systems for equipment cost records. The existing systems 
are all different. Most of the data collected is on direct cost 
items; however, a few counties include depreciation figures. There 
is little uniformity among direct cost elements collected and depre-
2
see Section 2.1 also. 
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ciation methods used. Most of the counties with existing systems 
use manual or machine bookkeeping and accounting methods; however, 
several counties have recently implemented computer data processing 
systems. While the present systems determine cost per hour or cost 
per mile figures for individual pieces of equipment, these figures 
are not available by equipment class, manufacturer, or age. Few 
counties have maintained historical records of equipment costs. 
3.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE NEW SYSTEM 
The primary objective of the computer based information system 
for county equipment cost records is to provide a uniform system in 
all counties for gathering, storing, processing, and using data and 
information on equipment costs. 
To achieve this objective the system should have the capability 
of specifying and gathering all appropriate direct, indirect, and 
depreciation costs; establishing and maintaining an equipment cost 
data base containing general information on all applicable equipment 
owned by the counties, and historical cost information on that equip-
ment; and providing output in neat, readable form which will aid 
county engineers in making new equipment purchases and establishing 
equipment rental rates. In addition the proposed system should have 
the side benefit of serving as an equipment inventory list for class-
es of equipment maintained by the system. 
3.3 GENERAL FLOWCHARTS 
This section of this report presents a flowchart comparison of 
a typical existing manual equipment cost system with that of the pro-
posed system. A typical existing system is shown on the following 
page. 
Operator Time 
Cards, Fuel 
Shop Repair 
Forms 
Tickets, et 
Direct Cost 
Summary 
Forms 
Process Cost 
Figures, 
Usually done 
Manually 
Dir Cost Tls, 
CPM/CPH for 
all equip. 
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Each existing system we studied handled only direct costs for equip-
ment owned by that county with little or no summary capability; more-
over, no regular capability for exchange of information exists between 
counties. 
The proposed system is designed to incorporate indirect costs 
and depreciation information as well as that pertaining to direct 
costs, for all counties in the state, and to provide appropriate 
summary data and reports. Flow of information for the proposed system 
is shown in the following diagram. 
County input forms 
from each county 
Operator Time 
Cards, Fuel 
Tickets, etc. 
Shop Repair 
Forms 
Direct Cost 
Summary 
Forms 
Highway Division 
Ames 
Indirect 
Cost 
Forms 
Keypunch 
Data 
Process Cost 
Figures and 
·~-~ Update Master 
Output Listings 
Returned ----.-:::..--Inventory 
to All list of cur. 
Counties year and life 
data 
File by Comp. 
CPM or CPH 
/class, mfg. 
etc, for yr. 
& life 
Equipment 
Status 
Change Forms 
depreciation 
calculations 
performed 
here 
Listing of 
deleted 
equipment 
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The operation of the system and particular information gathered 
will be discussed subsequently in this report. 
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3.4 INPUT/OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS 
Three input forms are required for entering data from each 
county into the data processing system. They are the Direct Cost 
Summary Forms, the Indirect Cost Form, and Equipment Status Change 
Form. The Direct Cost Summary Forms will contain the periodic {most 
probably annual) direct cost summaries on each piece of equipment 
from each county. The Indirect Cost Form will contain all the in-
direct equipment costs for the period. The Equipment Status Change 
Form will be used to enter new equipment into the data base, change 
or correct data items on a piece of equipment already in the data 
base, or to delete a piece of equipment from the data base. The 
items included on each of these three input forms are shown in 
Figures 1, 2, and 3. 
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 give examples of the three basic out-
puts from the system: 1) an inventory listing of all equipment by 
county {Figure 4); 2) a listing of calculated cost per hour or mile 
for each individual piece of equipment and class, by county {Figure 
5), average cost per hour or mile for each class of equipment by 
county, district, and state {Figure 6), and an average cost per hour 
or mile for each class of equipment by manufacturer and age {Figure 
7); and 3) a listing of equipment being deleted from the equipment 
master file {Figure 8). These outputs will be produced by the infor-
mation system and returned to each county by the appropriate contact 
group in the Highway Division. 
3.5 FILE CONSIDERATIONS 
The Equipment Master File will contain each of the fields shown 
below. There will be one record, each containing all these fields, 
Card Columns 
Required 
3 
8 
4 
6 
5 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
2 
65 
Figure 1. Direct Cost Summary Form 
(one card per piece of equipment) 
1. County Number 
2. Equipment Number 
3. Date - month, year 
4. Fuel Cost 
5. Lubricant Cost 
6. Antifreeze Cost 
7. Tire & Tube Cost 
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8. Expendable Parts Cost (e.g., teeth, 
blades, filters, etc.) 
9. Labor Cost for Maintenance, Repair, 
and Overhaul 
10. Repair Parts Cost 
11. Mileage or Hours for This Repor_ting 
Period 
12. Down Time - Hours 
13. No. of Times Repaired 
Card Columns 
Required 
3 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
70 
Figure 2. Indirect Cost Form 
(one card per county) 
1. County Number 
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2. Salaries and Expenses of Supervisory 
Employees Not Directly Employed in 
Servicing or Repairing Equipment 
3. Salaries of Clerical Employees Engaged 
in Accounting and Preparing Reports for 
Equipment 
4. Shop Storage and Miscellaneous Overhead 
Costs Relating to Equipment Care and 
Handling 
a) Utilities 
b) Shop and Office Building Depre-
ciation, Maintenance, and/or Rental 
c) Depreciation of Shop Equipment 
d) Replacement Cost of Expendable Shop 
Tools 
e) Office Supplies 
f) Costs of Moving Equipment 
g) Equipment Insurance 
h) Mobile Radio Equipment 
19 
Figure 3. Equipment Status Change Form 
{three cards per piece of equipment) 
Card Columns 
Required 
3 
2 
8 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
8 
7 
16 
14 
14 
14 
2 
12 
6 
3 
1 
1 
6 
1. County Number 
2. District 
3. Equipment Number 
4. Class Code 
5. Year Equipment Manufactured 
6. Manufacturer Code Number 
7. Number of Cylinders in Engine 
8. Type of Fuel Burned in Engine -
Gasoline or Diesel Fuel 
9. Original Purchase Cost (before trade~in) 
10. Salvage Value 
11. Class Description 
12. Make and Model Description of Equipment 
13. Manufacturer's Serial Number 
14. Engine Make and Model 
Description 
15. Engine Manufacturer Code 
16. Company Purchased From {Dealer) 
17. Date Purchased M/D/Y 
18. Wheelbase in Inches 
19. Transmission Type 
20. Sold, Junked, or Traded Code 
21. Date Sold, Junked, or Traded M/D/Y 
20 
Figure 3. cont. 
Card Columns 
Required 
8 22. Book Value Amount 
6 23. Miles/Hour-Life 
7 24. Fuel Cost-Life 
6 25. Lubricants Cost-Life 
6 26. Tires and Tubes Cost-Life 
6 27. Expendable Parts-Life 
5 28. Antifreeze Cost-Life 
7 29. Parts Cost-Life 
7 30. Labor Cost-Life 
3 31. Rated Horsepower 
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for each of the estimated 9000 pieces of equipment to be included 
in the Equipment Master File. The Equipment Master File will be 
stored on magnetic tape. It is planned that the magnetic tape will 
be stored in the tape library of the Highway Division's Data Process-
ing Department. 
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30 
31 
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16 
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43 
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Equipment Master File 
Record Layout 
Characters Field Name 
3 
2 
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6 
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County no. (could be expanded for cities) 
District no. 
Equipment no. 
Class Code 
Year equipment manufactured 
Manufacturer Code Number 
Engine Manufacturer Code 
Number of Cylinders in Engine 
Type of Fuel - gas or diesel 
Transmission Code 
Original Purchase Amount 
Salvage Value 
Book Value Amount 
Depreciation Rate 
Miles/Hours - Current Year 
Fuel Cost - Current Year 
Lubricant Cost - Current Year 
Tires & Tubes Cost - Current Year 
Expendable Parts Cost - Current Year 
Antifreeze Cost - Current Year 
Parts Cost - Current Year 
Labor Cost - Current Year 
Indirect Cost - Current Year 
Miles/Hours - Life 
Fuel Cost - Life 
Lubricants Cost - Life 
Tires & Tubes Cost - Life 
Expendable Parts Cost - Life 
Antifreeze Cost - Life 
Parts Cost - Life 
Labor Cost - Life 
Class Description 
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Field Positions 
No. from to 
Characters Field Name 
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34 
35 
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41 
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43 
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45 
46 
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250 250 
251 253 
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265 267 
268 300 
14 
14 
14 
12 
6 
6 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
33 
300 
Make & Model Description of Equipment 
Manufacturer's Serial Number 
Engine Make and Model Description 
Company Purchased From (Dealer} 
Date Purchased - Month/Day/Year 
Date Sold, Traded or Junked - M/D/Y 
Sold(S}, Traded(T}, Junked(J} Code 
Wheelbase in inches 
Down time in hours - Current Year 
Down time in hours - Life 
Number of times repaired - Current Year 
Number of times repaired - Life 
Rated H.P. 
Blank 
3.6 VOLUMES OF DATA AND OTHER SPECIFICS 
1. The equipment to be included in the data base is all self-
propelled equipment and all other equipment having a list 
price over $5,000. 
2. An average of 90 pieces of such equipment per county is 
expected, or about 9000 pieces of equipment in the entire 
data base. 
3. About fifteen to twenty change in equipment status reports 
are expected from each county per year. 
4. Cost data are to be gathered daily in each county. For 
convenience monthly summaries should be prepared prior to 
preparing the annual input data summary which will be sub-
mitted for computer data processing in January of each year. 
5. The system's output listings produced by the information 
system will be returned to each county in February of each 
year. 
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3.7 COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEMS 
The computer programs to be developed for the proposed system 
will not directly be a part of any other existing system. However, 
the computer programs will produce an updated yearly equipment inven-
tory listing by county from the Equipment Master File. This inven-
tory listing (Figure 4) will be provided to each county along with 
· the other output from the system. 
3.8 ESTIMATED OPERATIONAL COSTS 
The following estimates are based upon participation by all 99 
counties, an estimated data base of 9000 pieces of equipment, and 
computer processing being done once a year at the Highway Division's 
Data Processing Department. 
1. Data Processing Costs - Computer time, keypunching and 
verification, cards, computer output paper, magnetic tapes, 
and postage - Twenty dollars ($20) per county per year. 
See Section 2.4. 
2. Clerical salaries of employees in each county engaged in 
preparing input forms for submission to data processing -
$600 to $1000 per county per year. This estimate is based 
upon two days per month spent in collecting, sorting, and 
transcribing equipment cost data from their original forms 
to the summary forms. 
3. Input forms - $200 to $500 dollars per county per year. 
3.9 OTHER GROUND RULES 
The proposed system is being designed such that the total number 
of pieces of equipment in the Equipment Master File could increase by 
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100% and still be handled easily by the computer hardware. However, 
any large increase in the data base will somewhat increase the turn-
around time from the submission of the input forms to the data pro-
cessing service until receipt of computer output. This would occur 
mainly because the majority of the data processing time is spent 
in keypunching and verification and because county data processing 
requests are considered to be of lower priority than state needs with-
in the Highway Division's Data Processing Department. 
The Equipment Master File is being designed so that some blank 
space is being left in each record. This will allow additional data 
to be stored on each piece of equipment, if this is desired in the 
future. Approximately 30 blank spaces will be included in each 
record. Adding data items to each record sometime in the future, 
however, would require some modification of the computer programs 
used to process the records. 
Although the system being designed is viewed as an annual one, 
if a decision is made to run it more often, it must be recognized 
that the data processing cost projections of Section 3.8 will increase 
approximately linearly with the number of runs made and that the 
probability of slower turnaround time increases because of the added 
burden on the keypunch staff. 
The proposed system is oriented toward use by all counties in 
the state. However, the county code has been designed with an allow-
ance for expansion. This would allow cities to enter their equipment 
into the equipment data base and to receive the same type of outputs 
as received by the counties. 
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4.0 PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 
The design phase consists of such design considerations as 
output design, input design, file design, and the general system 
design. Items presented in the sections which follow include the 
proposed design of input and output formats; suggestions for captur-
ing (initially recording) input data; data file organization, access 
method, and storage medium choices; detailed system flowcharts; pro-
posed design of coding systems for equipment classification; and 
plans for handling equipment depreciation and indirect costs. 
4.1 INPUT AND" OUTPUT FORMATS 
Input Formats 
As mentioned previously, three input forms will be needed to 
input data into the data processing system. They are the Direct 
Cost Summary Form, the Indirect Cost Form, and the Equipment Status 
Change Form. Figures 1, 2, and 3 of Section 3.4 presented data 
items included on each of these forms. The designs which follow 
attempt to make completion of the forms easy while also making them 
easy to process. 
Direct Cost Summary Form 
The Direct Cost Summary Form contains a dollar total of all 
the direct cost items, the hours or miles operated, the down time, 
and the number of times repaired during the time period. Two design 
alternatives are presented. The first alternative, Figure 9, uses 
one form per piece of equipment. The second alternative, Figure 10, 
calls for placing the data of 15 pieces of equipment on one form. 
Both forms have been designed for ease of completion and keypunching. 
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Figure 9. Direct Cost Summary Form 
Alternative 1 
County Number 
Equipment Number 
Date - Month, Year 
Fuel Cost 
Lubricants Cost 
Antifreeze Cost 
Tires and Tubes 
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Expendable Parts - teeth, blades, filters, plugs 
belts, etc . 
Repair Parts Cost 
Labor Cost 
Mileage or Hours for the Reporting Period 
Down Time in Hours 
Number of Times Repaired 
Figure 10. Direct Cost Summary Form 
Alternc;itive 2 
Cty. Equipment Date Fuel Lubr. Anti- Tires/ Expendable Repair Labor Miles/ Down Times 
No. No. M y Cost Costs Freeze Tubes Parts Parts Cost Hours Time Repaired 
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A decision on which form to implement is needed; however, either 
form will work with the planned design. 
In comparing the two alternatives, there are several trade-
offs which should be recognized. Alternative 1 would have fewer 
coding and keypunching errors because it is easier to read and under-
stand. However, the volume of these type forms is great because 
one form is needed for each piece of equipment. Alternative 2, 
will decrease the volume of Direct Cost Summary Forms needed by a 
factor of 15 over Alternative 1, but is not as readable and would 
not be as easy to fill out. With either alternative design, one 
card would be punched for each piece of equipment. We prefer the 
use of Alternative 2. 
Indirect Cost Form 
The Indirect Cost Form contains all of a county's indirect 
equipment costs for the time period just completed. There will be 
just one form per county. It is recognized that indirect costs will 
be more difficult than direct costs to determine accurately, however, 
they are a part of the total equipment cost and should be included 
in cost per hour or cost per mile calculations. Figure 11 shows 
the proposed Indirect Cost Form. 
Following the annual submission of the Indirect Cost Form the 
total indirect equipment cost for a county will be allocated by the 
computer to each piece of equipment in that county's equipment inven-
tory. It is proposed that the portion of the total indirect cost 
allocated to each piece of equipment be calculated as follows [2]: 
1. Find the total indirect equipment cost for a county by 
adding individual cost components shown on the Indirect Cost 
Form. 
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Figure 11. Indirect Cost Form 
County Number 
Salaries and expenses of supervisory employees not 
directly employed in servicing or repairing equipment 
Salaries of clerical employees engaged in accounting 
and preparing reports for equipment 
Shop storage and miscellaneous overhead costs 
relating to equipment care and handling 
a} Utilities 
b} Shop and office building depreciation, mainte-
nance, and/or rental 
c} Depreciation of shop equipment 
d} Replacement cost of expendable shop tools 
e} Office supplies 
f} Cost of moving equipment 
g} Equipment insurance 
h} Mobile radio equipment 
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2. Divide the total in Step 1 by the total current book value 
(original cost depreciated to date) of all equipment in that 
county's inventory. 
3. For each piece of equipment, multiply the result of Step 
2 by the current value of each piece of equipment. This 
gives an indirect cost for each piece of equipment. 
Equipment Status Change Form 
The Equipment Status Change Form will be used for a variety 
of functions. It will be used to enter the data on new equipment 
into the data base. It will be used to change or correct data items 
already in the data base which may have been entered incorrectly 
the previous time period. It will also be used to delete from the 
data base equipment which has been sold, junked, or traded during 
the previous time period. It is Planned to use one form for each 
addition, deletion, or change. Three punched cards can result from 
each of these forms. The proposed design is shown in Figure 12. 
Output Formats 
The designs for the output formats were presented in Section 
3.4 in Figures 4 through 8. It is projected that the total amount 
of printed output to be returned to each county will be approximately 
200 pages each year presuming annual runs. The majority of this 
output, about three-fourths, will come from the output shown in 
Figure 6. 
4.2 COLLECTING DIRECT COST INPUT DATA 
To be successful, this new system must provide a way to collect 
direct cost data accurately and easily. All repairs and supplies 
must be charged to a particular unit of equipment as they are fur-
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Figure 12. Equipment Status Change Form 
11 1 County Number 
141 I I I I I Equipment Number 
12 
t..!.J Card Type 1 
ru District 
~ Class Code 
~71 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Class Description 
llJ.L.J Year Equipment Manufactured 
1351 I Manufacturer Code Number 
1381 I I I I I I I I I I I I Make and Model Description 
~21 1 I I I ! I I I I I I I I Manufacturer's Serial No. 
~ Type of Engine - gas or diesel 
1671 I I I I I I I I I I I I I Engine Make and Model 
Description 
12 
L.2J Card Type 2 
13 I I I Rated Horsepower 
~ Number of Cylinders in Engine 
11§.J Transmission Type 
D.2J_J Engine Manufacturer Code 
g11 Wheelbase in Inches 
1241 I I I I I I I I I Company Purchased From 
'~3~6-l_.__.__.__._I~' Date Purchased M/D/Y 
~14_2_, ________ 1_t.._.l...__.I Original Purchase Cost 
~'5~0-1_.__.__.__t ........ 1~1 Salvage Value 
._15..;..7-1 _.__._1 _.._! _.._1 _.T.__.1'-"'I Book Value 
1651 Sold, Junked, or Traded Code - S, J, or T 
1~6_6_1 __ 1 _, ___ 1 __ 1_1 Date Sold, Junked, or Traded M/D/Y 
12 
L1J Card Type 3 .· 
13 
I I 
1561 
I T 
T I 
T I 
I T I 
T I 
T 
T 
Miles or Hours - Life 
Fuel Cost - Life 
Lubricants - Life 
Tires and Tubes Cost - Life 
Expendable Parts - Life 
Antifreeze Cost - Life 
Parts Cost - Life 
Labor Cost - Life 
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nished. Several forms are appropriate for capturing these charges, 
they are: 1) a county repair order form, 2) a daily report of fuel 
and lubricants supplied, 3) a daily operators time and equipment 
report, and 4) a monthly summary form. It is our understanding, 
however, that the design decisions on the type of forms mentioned 
above will be made by the Bookkeeping Committee of the Iowa Highway 
Research Board, and that the detailed design of these forms is not 
directly a part of this research project. See Appendix c for examples 
of forms which could be adopted with minor alterations. Several 
are from References [2] and [8]. The remainder are currently being 
used in different Iowa counties. 
Whatever design is chosen for the above forms care must be 
taken to capture the data items needed for the Direct Cost Summary 
Form. A review of those items is given here to insure proper col-
lection: 
1. Each form must provide space for the equipment or machine 
number - all equipment within each county must have a 
unique identification number. 
2. Each form must have spaces to contain the date; when these 
forms are used for a period of time, space must be allowed 
for the beginning and ending date. 
3. Space must be given for recording quantities of fuel, 
lubricants (crankcase oil, transmission oil, grease), and 
antifreeze. Space may be allowed for the cost of these 
items, or the cost may be calculated from current rates 
when a transfer is made to the monthly summary form. 
4. Space must be allowed for recording the cost of tires and 
tubes. 
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5. Space must be allowed for recording the cost of expendable 
parts such as teeth, blades, filters, sparkplugs, ignition 
points, belts, batteries, etc. It wouid be a good idea 
to provide space to list these items also when their cost 
is charged to a piece of equipment. 
6. Space must be allowed for listing repair part items and 
their cost. 
7. Space must be allowed for listing repair and maintenance 
labor costs. 
8. Space must be allowed to list the current odometer or hour 
meter reading. The net mileage or hours can then be cal-
culated for the summary form by finding the difference 
between the reading at the beginning of the period and that 
at the end of the period. 
· 9. Space should also be allowed to keep track of down time in 
hours, that is, the working time in hours a piece of equip-
ment is not operational. 
10. Space should also be allowed to keep track of the number 
of times each piece of equipment required repairs during 
the time period. 
11. It appears appropriate to allow space for several other 
items which could be used for internal county control. 
Some of these are operator's name, mechanic's name, pro-
ject worked on, location of project within county, and 
operation codes to charge projects to. 
4.3 DATA FILE DESIGN 
The design of the equipment data file consists of record lay-
out, a choice of file organization, the choice of a method by which 
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to access the file, and choosing the medium on which to store the 
file. The record layout design is given in Section 3.5. 
Sequential organization has been chosen as the type of file 
organization. File organization refers to how records are actually 
arranged on the file. It is the physical structure of the file. 
Sequential organization exists when the physical and logical organ-
ization of the file are the same. For example, consider the logi-
cal organization of our equipment master file to be first, all the 
equipment from Adair County in order by their equipment number, 
followed by all the equipment from Adams County in sequence by their 
equipment number, and so on. If we had each of the equipment records 
on punched cards in the same sequence as the logical organization, 
we have an actual physical sequential organization. Although we are 
not using punched cards for the master file, the same analogy holds 
for magnetic tape or magnetic disk. 
Sequential organization is the most widely used file organiza-
tion. It is the easiest to understand, and is applicable to all 
media (punched cards, magnetic tape, magnetic disk, etc.) used in 
data processing. However, when a file is organized sequentially it 
can only be accessed sequentially. Access refers to how records are 
written to a file or retrieved from it. With sequential access, the 
file is read, one record at a time from the beginning of the file to 
the end or until the desired record is read. 
The justification for choosing sequential file organization and 
access is as follows. The file will be read and updated infrequently, 
probably only once a year, but when it is read, all the records in 
the whole file will be read. Since all the records must be updated, 
it is simplest from a computer programming viewpoint to just start 
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from the beginning of the file and read each record sequentially. 
Sequential organization is the recommended file organization when 
the frequency of use of the file is low, but the percentage of the 
file used is high, which is the case here. Also, by using sequen-
tial organization the size and possible growth of the file will 
pose no problems. 
The file medium chosen for the equipment master file is 
magnetic tape. The entire equipment master file will fit easily 
on one reel of tape. Magnetic tape is inexpensive, offers fairly 
good protection for the file (a backup copy of the file can be 
stored somewhere else) , can be easily transferred from one data 
processing site to another, can be used with various brands of com-
puter hardware, can be read fairly rapidly by the computer, and is 
being used by the Highway Division's A-Equipment System. Backup 
systems for the master file will be discussed in our final report. 
4.4 SYSTEM FLOWCHARTS 
The system flowcharts shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, and 
17 were developed from the general flowchart of the proposed system 
given in Section 3.3. These flowcharts show a more detailed flow , 
of data and information and provide an expanded concept of the process-
ing functions which will take place. 
4.5 CODING SYSTEMS 
A number of coding systems have been designed to aid in the 
complete classification of all pieces of equipment. Codes have been 
designed for the following: 
Counties 
Figure 13. 
System Flowchart 
Page 1 
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Operator 
Forms 
Shop Repair 
& Mainten-
ance Forms 
Statements 
From Comm'l. 
Repair Shops 
Add new equip., 
Delete old eq. , 
Change to exist 
equip. _____ _, 
Monthly 
Summary 
Forms 
Equipment 
Status Change 
Form 
Indirect 
Cost 
Forms 
Done once per month. Put forms filled 
out by operat0rs with any form for 
repairs for each piece of equipment and 
sort into numeric or alphabetic order. 
Done once each month for each piece of 
equipment. Total all gas used, etc. 
Multiply by rate to get dollars •. New 
Forms started·yearly. Good for 12 months. 
Completed 
Summary 
Forms 
Sent once per year 
in January to Hiway. 
Division, DOT Sec. 
Roads Dept.,. 
To Secondary Roads Department 
Highway Division 
Page 2 
Figure 14. 
System Flowchart 
Page 2 
from counties Page 1 
Secondary Roads Department, 
Highway Division 
Inputs 
Data 
Processing 
Dept. 
All dir. cost 
sum. frms. o 
equip. for 
all 
Keypunch 
and verify 
direct cost 
summary cards 
Sort & edit 
direct cost 
summary 
cards 
to Sec. 
Roads Dpt. 
Page 5 
to 
Page 
3 
count-
ies 
Indirect 
costs for 
all counties 
Keypunch 
and verify 
indirect 
cost cards 
Sort, edit in 
direct cost 
cards by 
county 
to Sec. 
Roads Dpt. 
Page 5 
to 
Page 
3 
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Separate by type of form, and 
visually edit before being sent 
to Data Processing Department 
All status 
change forms 
for all 
Keypunch 
and verify 
status 
change -cards 
Sort, edit 
status 
change cards 
to Sec. 
Roads Dpt. 
Page 5 
Sorted 
sta. ch. 
records 
to 
Page 
3 
Data Processing 
Dept. (cont.) 
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Figure 15. 
System Flowchart 
Page 3 
from Page 2 from Page 2 from Page 2 
Tl. book 
val. of 
eq. by 
cty. 
Bld. New 
Master file, 
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rec. incl. 
eq. Print out direct, dir. 
& indirect, & .dir. & indir. 
& depreciation costs 
CPM or CPR 
for equip. by 
cty. for yr. 
life 
to Secondary Roads 
Page 5 
Proof and in-
ventory list-
ing by county 
to Secondary Roads, 
Page 5 
Data Processing 
Dept. (cont.) 
Figure 16. 
System Flowchart 
Sort by Eq., 
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ty., and Eq. 
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CPM by Class 
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Listing of 
CPH or CPM by 
Class of Eq. 
Page 4 
Sort by Eq., 
Class, Mfg., 
Age & Equip. 
No. 
Cal. CPH or 
CPM by Class 
of Eq., Mfg., 
Age 
Listing of 
CPH or CPM by 
Cl. of Eq., 
Mfg. & A,, ... __ 
to Secondary Roads Page 5 
Update Master 
•<1--~ File by de-
leting, J, S, 
T equipment 
1-----l>i 
Listing of 
deleted eq. 
by county 
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Secondary Roads 
Page 5 
Secondary Roads Dept. 
Outputs 
from Page 2 
List. of in-
correct inpu 
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Figure 17. 
System Flowchart 
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from Page 4 
Listing of 
deleted eq. 
by county 
----------------
--------------·--
Counties 
utputs used 
for purch., 
rental rates, 
etc. 
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1. Counties 
2. Equipment Classes 
3. Equipment Manufacturers 
4. ·Engine Manufacturers 
5. Transmission Code 
6. Districts of the State 
7. Number of Cylinders in the Engine 
8. Fuel Burned 
9. Disposal Code 
Each will be explained in the following paragraphs. 
The code chosen for the county code is the well known method 
of alphabetizing the counties and numbering them in ascending order. 
This is shown in Figure 18. Note a three digit code is shown to allow 
for expansion if some cities use this system in the future. 
The code chosen for equipment classification is shown in Figure 
19. This classification is a modified form of the class code used 
J 
in the Highway Division's A Equipment System. The equipment with 
codes 01 through 16 will yield cost per mile figures. The rest will 
yield cost per hour figures. 
A list of equipment manufacturers and codes is given in Figure 
20. If the list is incomplete, names of additional manufacturers 
will be added in the final design. 
A list of engine manufacturers and codes is given in Figure 21. 
This list should also be checked for completeness. 
The transmission code chosen is simply an A for automatic trans-
missions, and an s for standard transmissions. 
It is planned to divide the state into a number of districts 
so counties can make cost comparisons with counties ih the same geo-
--------- -, 
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Figure 18. County Codes 
001 Adair 051 Jefferson 
002 Adams 052 Johnson 
003 Allamakee 053 Jones 
004 Appanoose 054 Keokuk 
005 Audubon 055 Kossuth 
006 Benton 056 Lee 
007 Black Hawk 057 Linn 
008 Boone 058 Louisa 
009 Bremer 059 Lucas 
010 Buchanan 060 Lyon 
011 Buena Vista 061 Madison 
012 Butler 062 Mahaska 
013 Calhoun 063 Marion 
014 Carroll 064 Marshall 
015 Cass 065 Mills 
016 Cedar 066 Mitchell 
017 Cerro Gordo 067 Monona 
018 Cherokee 068 Monroe 
019 Chickasaw 069 Montgomery 
020 Clarke 070 Muscatine 
021 Clay 071 O'Brien 
022 Clayton 072 Osceola 
023 Clinton 073 Page 
024 Crawford 074 Palo Alto 
025 Dallas 075 Plymouth 
026 Davis 076 Pocahontas 
027 Decatur 077 Polk 
028 Delaware 078 Pottawattamie 
029 Des Moines 079 Poweshiek 
030 Dickinson 080 Ringgold 
031 Dubuque 081 Sac 
032 Emmet 082 Scott 
033 Fayette 083 Shelby 
034 Floyd 084 Sioux 
035 Franklin 085 Story 
036 Fremont 086 Tama 
037 Greene 087 Taylor 
038 Grundy 088 Union 
039 Guthrie 089 Van Buren 
040 Hamilton 090 Wapello 
041 Hancock 091 Warren 
042 Hardin 092 Washington 
043 Harrison 093 Wayne 
044 Henry 094 Webster 
045 Howard 095 Winnebago 
046 Humboldt 096 Winneshiek 
047 Ida 097 Woodbury 
048 Iowa 098 Worth 
049 Jackson 099 Wright 
050 Jasper 100-999 cities 
Code 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
Figure 19. 
Equipment Class Codes and Descriptions 
Description 
Passenger Car - standard size 
Passenger Car - compact 
Station Wagon - car 
1/4-Ton Pickup 
1/2-Ton Pickup 
3/4-Ton Pickup 
1-Ton Pickup 
4 WD Pickup 
Crew Cab Pickup 
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Panel - truck, van or station wagon type 
truck (Suburban, travelalls, etc.) 
Bus 
Light Duty Truck under 23,000 G,V.W. (single axle) 
Medium Duty Truck 23,000 to 27,000 G.V.W. 
(single axle) 
Heavy Duty Truck 27,000 to 34,000 G.V.W. 
(single axle) 
Extra Heavy Duty Truck 34,000 to 46,000 G.v.w. 
(single or tandem axle) 
Extra Super Heavy Duty Truck over 46,000 G.V.W. 
(tandem axle or off road) 
Light Duty Motor Grader 50-75 H.P. 
Medium Duty Motor Grader 76-125 H.P. 
Heavy Duty Motor Grader 126-175 H.P. 
Extra Heavy Duty Motor Grader over 175 H.P. 
Light Duty Crawler Tractor 26-50 H.P. 
Medium Duty Crawler Tractor 51-100 H.P. 
Heavy Duty Crawler Tractor over 100 H.P. 
Light Duty Wheeled Tractor 10-25 H.P. 
Medium Duty Wheeled Tractor 26-50 H.P. 
Heavy Duty Wheeled Tractor 26-50 H.P. 
Backhoe, fixed or telescoping boom (crawler 
or truck mounted) 
Drag line 
Tractor w/sickle mower (specially made only 
for mowing) 
Tractor w/rotary mower (specially made only 
for mowing) 
Light Duty Rotary Snow Plow 
Medium Duty Rotary Snow Plow 
Heavy Duty Rotary Snow Plow 
Light Duty Loader (less than 2 yds.) 
Medium Duty Loader (2-5 yds.) · 
Heavy Duty Loader (over 5 yds.) 
Code 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
99 
49 
Figure 19. __ (cont.) 
Description 
Wheeled Tractor w/loader and backhoe 
Light Duty Crawler Tractor with backhoe 
Force Feed Loader 
Sweeper self-propelled 
Pickup Sweeper 
Roller 2-4 ton self-propelled 
Roller 5-7 ton self-propelled 
Roller, over 7 ton self-propelled 
Mixers, Pulverizers self-propelled 
Scraper capacity 10-25 ton self-propelled 
Scraper capacity 26-40 ton self-propelled 
Scraper capacity over 40 ton self-propelled 
Scraper capacity 10-20 ton tractor-drawn 
Scraper capacity 21-30 ton tractor-drawn 
Scraper capacity over 30 ton tractor-drawn 
Other 
Code 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
Figure 20. 
Manufacturer Names and Codes 
Name 
Adams 
Allis-Chalmers 
American 
American Motors 
Athey 
Austin-Western 
Autocar 
Bantam 
Baughman 
Bay City 
Brockway 
Bros 
Bucyrus-Erie 
Buffalo-Bomag 
Buffalo-Springfield 
Case 
Caterpillar 
Champion 
Chevrolet 
Chrysler 
Clark 
Cleaver-Brooks 
CMI 
Am. Cole 
H. Cole 
Coleman 
Crane Carrier 
Datsun 
Davey 
Davis 
John Deere 
Diamond-Rec 
Dodge 
Drott 
Dyna-Pac 
Essick 
Euclid 
Falcon 
Federal 
Ferguson 
Fiat-Allis 
Ford 
Fruehauf 
FWD 
Galion 
Gardner-Denver 
General Electric 
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Code 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
077 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
091 
092 
093 
094 
095 
096 
Figure 20. (cont.) 
Name 
GMC 
Gradall 
Grove 
Hancock 
Harnischfeger 
Hein-Werner 
Hendrickson 
Henry 
Hop to 
Hough 
Huber-Warco 
Hy-Dynamic 
Hy-Hoe 
Hyster 
Ingersoll-Rand 
Ingram 
Insley 
International Harvester 
Jaeger 
JCB 
Jeep 
Kenworth 
Kinney 
Klauer 
Koehring 
Komatsu 
Le Roi 
Liebherr America 
Lima 
Link-Belt 
Little Giant 
Long 
Lorain 
Lull 
Mack 
Manitowoc 
Marmon-Harrington 
Massey-Ferguson 
Mel roe 
Michigan 
Minneapolis-Moline 
M-R-S 
Napco 
Northwes~ 
Oliver 
Oshkosh 
Owatonna 
p & H 
Parsons 
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Code 
097 
098 
099 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
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Figure 20. (cont.) 
Name 
Peterbilt 
Pettibone Mulliken 
Pierce Bear 
Plymouth 
Poclain 
Porta-Air 
RayGo 
Reo 
Rexnord (Rex) 
Rosco 
Sargent 
Schield Bantam 
Scharamm 
Scoopmobile 
Seaman 
Shawanee 
Silent H & C 
Smith 
Snowking 
Studebaker 
Sullivan 
Tampa 
Terex 
Thew-Lorain 
Thomas 
Thrun 
Toyota 
Trojan 
Twinpactor 
Unit 
V-con 
Wabco 
Waldon 
Warner & Swasey 
Westinghouse 
White 
Worthington 
Yale 
Young 
Other 
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Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
99 
Figure 21. 
Engine Manufacturers and Codes 
Name 
Alco 
Allis-Chalmers 
American Motors 
B & S 
Case 
Caterpiller 
Chevrolet 
Chrysler 
Continental 
Cummins 
Deutz 
Fiat 
Ford 
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General Motors-Detroit Diesel 
GMC 
Hatz 
Hercules 
International Harvester 
John Deere 
Kohler 
Komatsu 
Leyland 
Mack 
Mercedes Benz 
Murphy 
Nissan 
Oliver 
Onan 
Perkins 
Saab Scandia 
TCI 
Waukesha 
White' 
Wisconsin 
Other 
l 
I 
' i 
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graphical parL of the state. No final design has been made on the 
arrangement or number of districts. However, six possible district 
arrangements are presented in Figures 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27. 
The Steering Committee should select one of these six or suggest 
some other arrangement. The district arrangement shown in Figure 
25 is favored by the investigators. 
The number of cylinders in the engine will be recorded in the 
equipment data base. The code will simply be the number of cylinders 
(2, 4, 6, 8, 12). 
The type of fuel used in the engine of each piece of equipment 
will be recorded. The letter G will be used for a gasoline engine, 
and a D for a diesel engine. 
A disposal code will be used to show why equipment is being 
dropped from the data base. The planned code is J for Junked, S 
for Sold, and T for traded. 
4.6 EQUIPMENT DEPRECIATION 
It is planned to include depreciation calculations in the com-
puter programs being written for this system. Initial planning is 
oriented toward using the straight line depreciation method, mainly 
because of its ease of understanding and implementation. It is 
planned to establish a useful lifetime for each equipment class over 
which to completely depreciate the equipment. 
Figure 28 presents three sources of useful lifetimes for de-
preciation purposes for the various equipment classes. The Highway 
Division's lifetimes were taken from those used in the A Equipment 
System [9]. The Forke Brothers Blue Book [6] figures were determined 
by analyzing the age of used heavy equipment sold by Forke Brothers. 
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Figure 22. 
6 Highway Division Districts 
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Figure 23. 
6 Iowa Congressional Districts 
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Figure 24. 
16 Multi-County Areas Reconunended by the Office for Planning and Progranuning 
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Figure 25. 
9 crop Reporting Districts 
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Figure 26. 
Department of Health Regions Served By Regional Nurse Supervisors 
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Figure 28. 
Depreciation Figures 
Class Code Description Number of Years over which to depreciate 
Highway Forke Bros. Public Works 
Division Blue Book Nov. 74 
01 Passenger Car-std. size 5 
02 Passenger Car-compact 5 
03 Station Wagon-car 5 
04 1/4-Ton Pickup 5 
05 1/2-Ton Pickup 7 
06 3/4-Ton PickuE 7 
07 1-Ton Pickup 7 
08 4 WD Pickup 5 
09 Crew Cab Pickup 7 
10 Panel Truck, Van or Station Wagon Type 
Truck 7 
11 Bus 8 
12 Light Duty Truck up to 23,000 GVW 
(single axle) 5 
13 Medium Duty Truck 23,000 to 27,000 GVW 
(single axle) 8 
14 Heavy Duty Truck 29,000 to 34,000 GVW 
(single axle) 10 10 
15 Extra Heavy Duty Truck 34,000 to 46,000 
GVW (single or tandem axle) 10 10 
16 Extra Super Heavy Duty Truck over 46,000 
GVW (tandem) 10 10 
20 Light Duty Motor Grader 50-75 HP 10 16 11 
21 Medium Out~ Motor Grader 76-125 HP 10 16 11 
22 Heavy Duty Motor Grader 126-175 HP 10 16 11 
23 Extra Heavy Duty Motor Grader over 
175 HP 10 16 11 0\ 24 Light Duty Crawler Tractor 26-50 HP 5 15-17 11 ~ 
Class Code 
25 
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Figure 2~ (cont.) 
Description Number of Years over which to depreciate 
Highway 
Division 
Medium Duty Crawler Tractor 51-100 HP 8 
Heavy Duty Crawler Tractor over 100 HP 8 
Light Duty Wheeled Tractor 10-25 HP 10 
Medium Duty Wheeled Tractor 26-50 HP 10 
Heavy Duty Wheeled Tractor over 51 HP 10 
Backhoe, fixed or telescoping boom 10 
Drag line 10 
Tractor w/sickle mower 5 
Tractor w/rotary mower 5 
Light Duty Rotary Snow Plow 10 
Medium Duty Rotary Snow Plow 10 
Heavy Duty Rotary Snow Plow 10 
Light Duty Loader (less than 2 yds) 8 
Medium Duty Loader (2-5 yds) 8 
Heavy Duty Loader (over 5 yds) 8 
Wheeled Tractor w/loader and backhoe 10 
Light Duty Crawler Tractor with backhoe 5 
Force Feed Loader 10 
Sweeper self-propelled 10 
Pickup Sweeper 10 
Roller 2-4 ton self-propelled 5 
Roller 5-7 ton self-propelled 10 
Roller over 7 ton self-propelled 10 
Mixers, Pulverizers self-propelled 8 
Scraper 10-25 ton self-propelled 10 
Scraper 26-40 ton self-propelled 10 
Scraper over 40 ton self-propelled 10 
Scraper 10-20 ton tractor-drawn 10 
Scraper 21-30 ton tractor-drawn 10 
Scraper over 30 ton tractor-drawn 10 
Forke Bros. 
Blue Book 
15-17 
15-17 
18-20 
18-20 
13-14 
13-14 
13-14 
8-10 
8-10 
18 
18 
18 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
Public Works 
Nov. 74 
11 
11 
9 
9 
9 
10 
13 
at; 
8~ 
8~ 
10 
10 
8~ 
11 
11 
11 
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The Public Works [7] figures were given in the November, 1974 issue. 
One figure for each equipment class must be selected by the Steering 
Committee before final computer program design can be accomplished. 
The original cost of the equipment less any salvage value will 
be divided by the useful life to arrive at a yearly (or other period) 
depreciation cost. This cost will be included in the total equipment 
cost for the time period. Book value will be updated each time period 
by subtracting the depreciation cost for each time period from the 
book value of the previous period. 
It is planned to provide output figures of cost per hour or 
cost per mile both including depreciation cost and without including 
depreciation cost. 
5.0 SUMMARY 
This report has presented ways and means of collecting direct 
costs, indirect costs, and depreciation charges for county equipment. 
It has also presented a proposed design for.processing this data into 
appropriate output useful for decision making. Outputs include 
proposed tabulations by county, district, and state levels as well 
as classifications by manufacturers and age of equipment. 
Throughout the report an attempt has been made to explicitly 
point out items requiring decisions by the Steering Committee. The 
content of this report should be discussed at an early meeting of 
the investigators and the Steering Committee. 
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County Equipment Cost Records 
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M. o. Hansen, P. E., Chairman 
Poweshiek County Engineer 
Montezuma, Iowa 50171 
Phone 515-623-5435 
W. H. Jorgenrud, P. E. 
Bremer County Engineer 
Waverly, Iowa 50677 
Phone 319-352-1426 
Robert Reinhart, P. E. 
Pocahontas County Engineer 
Pocahontas, Iowa 50574 
Phone 712-335-3252 
John White, P. E. 
Dubuque City Engineer 
Dubuque, Iowa 52001 
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Stephen E. Roberts, P. E. 
Research Department 
Iowa Department of Transportation, Highway Division 
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Appendix B I0\\0 
THE IOWA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION ·!51!5-296-1101 ·AMES, IOWA !50010 
H.E.GUNNERSON 
Director - Chief Engineer November 25, 1974 
D. E. McLEAN 
Deputy i;>irector 
Deputy Chief Engineer 
Mr. Bob G. Sandy, President 
Iowa County Engineer's Association 
county Engineer's Office 
Indianola, IA 50125' 
Dear Bob: 
REFER TO~ 350 
The counties may use the Iowa State Highway Commission's data 
processing services for the County Highway Equipment cost ac-
counting system that is being developed if you wish. 
The services will be provided on a reimbursement basis and with 
the understanding that there may be times that there will be 
delays because other priority items are being processed. 
If there are any questions related to programming, feel free 
to contact J.F. Hoag, P.E., Data Processing Director. ' 
HEG:lsc 
cc: J.F. Hoag 
JULES M. BUSKER 
Sioux City 
STEPHEN GARST 
Coon Raoids 
Very t uly yours,i • - -
~~_____,. < #----· ~ ...... ---
Howard E. Gunnerson 
Director - Chief Engineer 
COMMISSIONERS 
DONALD K. GARDNER 
[ : ] 
Cedar Rapids 
ROBERT R. RIGLER 
New Hampton 
DAVID O, SHAFF 
Clinton 
COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPAIR ORDER 
Date In ________ 19 __ PARTS USED 
Date Out 19 __ QTY. DESCRIPTION PRICE 
Mileage Battery 
EQUIPMENT NO Make Driver Blades 
MECHANIC LABOR Points 
(Initials) DESCRIPTION OF WORK DATE HRS. AMOUNT Spark PlullS 
Tires 
Tubes 
REASON FOR DELAY IN.REPAIR QTY. COST 
I 1 l Awaiting Parts Total Labor 
(2) Other Repair Work Total Parts 
131 Inadequate Tools Grease 
(4) Emergency Sorvice Call(s) Oil 
15) Other (Specify) TOTAL COST 
Released by -------------------
From NACE Action Guide Series, Vol. II, Cost Records & Budgets 
I .. t 
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
_____ County, 
GAS.-GALS. 
STOCK Hi· Test R.,g. 
PREVIOUS 
RECEIVED 
TOTAL 
DISTRIBUTED 
BALANCE 
EQUIPMENT GAS.-GALS. 
NUMBER Hi-Test Reg. 
TOTAL 
68 
DAILY GAS AND OIL REPORT 
Garage 
Doto 
By 
DAILY GAS & OIL REPORT 
INVENTORY 
DIESEL MOTOR OILS··(QUARTS) KERO. ANTI· 
GALS. 10 20 30 40 Hoist Oil Grease GALS. FREEZE 
DISTRIBUTION 
DIESEL I MOTOR OILS--(QUARTS) KERO. ANTI· GALS. 10 20 30 40 Hoist Oil Grease GALS. FREEZI 
METER READINGS 
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Equip. 
No. 
HRS. 
Worked 
Worked 
-;; 
.. 
0 
a. 
CD 
a: 
... 
0 
CD 
:'2 
(/) 
CD ;,; 
~ ~ 
CD .. 
> ~ .. !E a: 
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DAILY REPORT 
County Highway Department Daily Report Date ______ _ 19_ 
--
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES •.11LEAGE OR HOURS 
Diesel Oil Grease OTHER Speedometer Hours 
or Gas DESCRIPTION Quantity or Hours or (Gal.) (Qts.) (Lbs.) Meter Miles 
::;tart tnd Run 
WORK DATA MATERIALS HAULED LOCATION 
NO. OF 
OPERATION UNITS 
TIME 
Wait Service Repair 
Time Equip. Equip. TOTAL 
i 
Ill 
:J 
Ill 
.!!! 
a. 
a. 
::i 
(/) 
.. 
.. 
.&: 
.. 
0 
'E 
.. 
.. 
iii 
·.: 
CD 
... 
.. 
:E 
OF 
LOADS VOS. TONS KIND FROM WORK 
Attach all weigh bills, sales tickets, etc. Place remarks on reverse side. 
~ 
I ·~ 
.. 
(/) 
'O 
c 
.. 
~ 
·c;; 
16-
a: 
SIGNATURE 
c 
.2 
·~ 
CJ 
~ 
0 
CD 
E j.: 
0 
2 
ci-
w 
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MONTHLY EQUIPMENT LOG RECORD 
Month --'-M.L...:....>r\ ...... 'I_____ ___ MONTHLY OPERATION RECORD 
SPEED· OPERATING EXPENSES MAINT. EXPENSES 
DATE OPERATOR OM ET ER HRS. FUEL OIL TIRES· TUBES MISC EL· REPAIR OTHER 
.READING Type Gal.Ions Cost Quarts Cost· COST LANEOUS COST SERVICES 
(o) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (I) (m) 
I ~~p, 'A'/ 'J;J.. /p 1 t.-'45 J._O I 
If. tv/!J ;;.. '1 ~~.o /{ 
5 f ~/)) ;)...') "'l '7, q /..,.A-<; 111 
{J; Lf!:r!J 
'7 e..r::.A 
1 L.£fJJ 
I/ JAR ~ 'J'"( '?>I./ er AS :;...o I ~.~5 
- -
i----·- --~ 
---- --
';O 
- -~ 
-
-~ 
-
j AR. ;;..q5f)J ~ 
TOTAL 1'1 &i C..A.~ ,,~ *" .3 + 
Monthly operating data for equipment log to be kept with equipment. Totals are transferred to 
perforated tear-out sheet, which is then forwarded to the headquarters office. 
~ 
STORAGE 
COST REMARKS 
(n) (o) 
·-
~ftrN A~L I - P. 0. 
----
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MONTHLY SUMMARY FROM EQUIPMENT LOG 
MONTHLY OPERATION SUMMARY I Month ( 
19 
a. Bureau Identification No. (if any) 
b. License Plate No. 
J 150 
c. Headquartered Division or region 
d. Speedometer reading end of current month 
e. Total mileage current month 
OPERATING COSTS 
a. Fuel Gasoline 
'""'I Gallons Other 
Cost 
Gasoline ( ;2_2 . .;tlJ.1 ~ 
Other 
b. Oil 
Quarts 9 
Cost ( . 'lo)-*"' 
Lubrication cost f 1.so)* 
-
c. Tires and tubes cost !J..J,,. I 0 
d. Other expenses 
e. Total operating costs SI). '1'+ 
MAINTENANCE COSTS 
a. Repair cost 
b. Other expenses vktJ o.r:-rr I• 1.1\ 
c. Total maintenance cost }.') ") 
d. Storage cost 
Total expenses 5~-4-Cf 
Signature Dote ( 
Perforated tear·out sheet from equipment log showing totals from figure 2-4. 
16 
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EQUIPMENT EXPENSE AND EARNINGS REPORT 
Current month May 19 
EQUIP. 
DESCRIPTION REPAIR GAS-OIL- TOTAL RENTAL NO. PARTS SUPPLIES LABOR OVERHEAD DEPRECIATION EXPENSE EARNED GAIN OR LOSS 
0512 5 ton truck - (trade name) (A) 15 06 36 72 23 01 12 78 124 00 211 57 226 55 14 98Cr 
(B) 3 56 41 82 IO 58 11 39 147 00 214 35 202 05 12 300r 
(Cl 18 62 78 54 33 59 24 17 271 00 425 92 418 60 2 68Cr 
0523 5 ton truck - (trade name) 
0712 (trade name) Tractor I I 
1502 Shovel - 1/ 4 yd - (trade name) I 
(Al Curre1 t mon h 
(8) Prior nonlh this year 
(CJ Tolol yeor-1 >•dote 
NOTE: Entriea. on this form may be 
hondwritt_en, typed, or on 
data proce•s ing equipment. 
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ANNUAL EQUIPMENT COST RECORD 
Operated 
Equipment operolion cost 
Fuel Oil 
Descdption Cade Year Greasing Tires, Clean Acce1· 
mfg. Milos Hours Gala. Total cost Per Por Ors. Tora I Por Per tubes ing sori•• 
mile hour cost mile hour 
Ill 121 . '"(31 (41 (51 161 171 IBI 191 I IOI I 111 ·;--;2T 11.:"~ 114) 115) lt61 ( 17) 
(Continuotion of sheet obove) From 
19 
To 
19 
~el"lair ens ts Other osts Annual costs Performance 
I Subtotal Operation Subtotal Repair Ovpro· Total Average Goin CO If cost cost all cost or Other operation Per Per Labor Parts repair Per Per Indirect ciation Per Per Rental 1011 charge items earned cost mile hour costs mile hour expense (7·28) mile hour ·1+ or-) 
I IB) 119) 120) 1211 1221 123) 1241 1251 126) 127) 128) 1291 1301 1311 132) 133) 
From NACE Action Guide Series, Vol. II, Cost Records & Budgets 
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COUNTY DEPT. EQUIP. NO.------
EQUIPMENT CONTROL RECORD 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS MANUFACTURERS NO. ____ _ 
MAKE OF EQUIPMENT KIND OF EQUIPMENT ENGINE CHANGES 
BODY STYLE CAPACITY OR SIZE MODEL NUMBER MONTH YEAR NEW NO. 
PURCHASED FROM ADDRESS xx xx 
PURCHASE ORDER NO. DATE PURCHASED DELIVERY DATE 
DEPT. EQUIP. NO. 
COST TRADE IN ALLOWANCE NET COST 
SALVAGED ( ) OR SOLD TO ADDRESS 
DATE PURCHASE ORDER NO. 
AMOUNT REALIZED AP PLIED TO PURCHASE OF DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT NO. 
DESCRIPTION ATTACHMENTS 
OPERATING COSTS REPAIRS 
YEAR MILES HOURS FUEL OIL DE PRE- TOTAL RENTAL GAIN TIRES AC-GREASING TUBES CLEANING CESSORIES LABOR PARTS CIATION ALL COST EARNED OR LOSS GALS con QTS COST 
' 
OVERHAUL RECORD SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS INSPECTION RECORD 
DATE SERVICE ESTIMATED ACTUAL DAYS DAYS DAYS DATE IMSPECTED BY FINDINGS ORDER NO. COST COST YEAR IN UNDER NOT INSPECTED 
SERVICE REPAIR USED 
From NACE Action Guide Series, Vol. II, Cost Records & Budgets 
DAILY TIME AND EQUIPMENT REPORT 
County Highway Deportment Daily Report Date _________ 19 
--
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES MILEAGE OR HOURS I 
Equip. Diesel Oil Grease OTHER SPEEDOMETER OR HOUR 
r HOURS I 
No. or Gos DESCRIPTION 
METER OR 
QUANTITY MILES 
IGal.) (Qrs.) (Lbs.) START END RUN 
WORK DATA MATERIALS HAULED LOCATION 
NO.OF 
OF 
HRS. OPERATION UNITS LOADS VOS. TONS KIND FROM WORK 
' 
. 
TIME Attoch oil weigh bills, soles tickets, etc. Ploce remarks on reverse side. 
Wait Service Repair 
Worked Time Equip. Equip. Total 
Signoture 
Remarks: 
Moteriols ond Other Supplies Used: 
, 
From An Improved System of Bookkeeping and Accounting for Iowa County Highway Departments 
-...J 
U1 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Thi• tiold report i1 
do1ignod to more eaail7 
report time or men and 
machine•: where & what i1 
done1 tor charging to tho 
proper !Ccounta.Fill in 
your card oarotully and 
ole&rl1,ualng nwnbera to 
doacribe what you are 
doing, Pile your card 
promptly at tho end or 
each reporting period. 
It 7ou aro in doubt about 
hOll to liot 1omething, 
aak your 1uporior or the 
bookkeeper, Thie form i1 
tor Conatruotlon only. 
OB.IECT CODE 
114 Regular pay (aalaried) 
115 Regular pay (hourly) 
120 Overtime pay 
12,3 Vacation loava 
124 Siok leave 
12S Holiday leave 
126 Jury leave 
127 Military leave 
128 Bad woatbor 
129 liquip,.ont breakdown 
1)0 Mooting• & training 
131 Other paid time 
FUNCTION-OPERATION 
100 l:llllNUllllll 
110 Prof1,.\n!r:t t:w\nner1M 
lll ;·!old onginoor1ng 
112 orric• ory;inoering 
11) Moteriol te1t1 
114 THt boring• 
115 Tr•rric a: 1oeed 1tudio1 
117 Plan•, 1oeoe & eat!mataa 
118 Aorl•l 1uryoy1 
11 'I 0 ther coa ta 
1201~~rJXgo~~1~:F11 1olario1 a: •Xl>•"9e 
125 HOW A11onto; ular1e1 & oxponH 
129 Economic 1tudio11 1urvo1• 
149 Other coat1 
150 ~onpf;ougtion ~pgifeorlllf 
l l 1'' eld ensdneor n~ & a1out 
152 Off ice Ol'ljl;inooring 
154 M1tari1l toata & 1napocllon 
155 Eat1mato1; progroaa & flnal 
156 Inaoection; quantity moaaurament 
100 COlllTllUCTIOll•llOAOWAY 
210 IU>adway earthwork & grading 
211 Clearing a: grubbing 
212 Excavation 
21,3 Overhaul 
214 !'iniahing,aubgrade preparation 
2lS Ri&ht•ot•way tonoo1 
217 Y.oving buildings & 1tructurH 
219 Subbaaa material• 
221 Wetting,rollinB & compacting 
22) Dotoura & trattio aarvicoa 
during construction 
229 Other costa 
2)0 J>rainage a: 1tructuru(roadwaz) 
2)1 Structure excavation 
232 Structure baoktill 
2)) Corrugated metal culvert pipe 
234 Concrete culvert pipe 
23S Stol"l!I 1ewero 
2.36 V1tr1tied clay pipe a: tile 
2.37 Romonl ot old atrueturea. 
240 Drainage a: 1truoture1(11dedra1n) 
241 Stn.actur• OAcavation 
242 Structure baokt1ll 
24) Correg•t"ed metal pip• 
244 Cone rete pipe 
24S Slope drain 
246 Vitrified cla7 pipe & tile 
247 R81110val ot old atruoture1 
250 Oener!l 
251 Ponned concrete & ma101U')' 
252 Re1ntorcing 1toel 
!5.3 Structural 1teel 
,54 Riprap 
255 Slope paving 
251> SUbdra1n1 
2S7 Curb & gutter 
2SH Treated timber 
259 Other coot1 
260 Roadway baoe & ourtaoe 
261 Cruahod rook ourtac1ng 
262 Oravol ~urtac1ng 
21>) 3itWllinoua treatment 
265 Bituminoua road-mix 
21>7 Bituminoua plant-mix 
269 Aaphelt ooncroto 
271 Portland cement concrete 
27 3 Overhaul 
275 Wetting,rolling & compacting 
76 
260 Roodsido dovelopmen~ 
261 R""'°vinc t, rep lac lnc to;· · .. 
2~ Initial 1eeding 
2 Sodding 
26 Shouldering 
2~b Ero1ion control 
290 Miacellaneoua conatructton 
291 Rl;;ht or Way marker• 
100 COlltTllUCTIOll • ITllUClUll El 
)10 Struoture excavation 
)11 Channel excavat Ion 
312 Unclasaitied excavation 
'l.3 Rock excavation 
,)14 Special backfill mat•l. 
)20 PoWlriat..i.ona 
)21 Piling, tiJllbor 
)22 Piling, atool 
)2) Pilin.1, concrete 
J24 Load teata 
)25 Concrete 
)2b Roint, steel j)O Structure ~ superstructure 
)31 Concrete 
J32 Ro int. a teel . 
333 Structural 1toel 
JJ4 Railing 
JSO Hew tratrtc aervico facil1t1o• 
JSl Sien• 
3S2 Signala 
JSJ Striping, markini; 
J54 Guard rail• ( 
JS5 ni&hWAJ lighting 
JSb Channeliiation 
RD.·BR. FUNCTION OBJECT EQUIPMENT I Mft I DAY .I Y• EMPLOYEE NAME HO. POSITION HOURS RATE EARNED BLIXr.EQ. SECTION 
PROJ.NO. 
,......,.... 
1- --~---- CODE NO. HRS. RENTAL TOTAL 
CE'RTIFIED 
A~~•OVf D 
INSTRUCTIONS 
'l'hil field report i1 
dt1ign•d to more oa1il1 
J'eport time or man and 
uchinea;vbon & what 1a 
done1tor charging to the 
proper account1,Pill in 
1our card caro!'ully and 
ole&J'l7,u1ing number• to 
deacJ'ibe vbat 7ou are 
doing, Pile 1our card 
promptly at the end ot 
each reporting period, 
It 7ou are in doubt about 
hov to liot oomething, 
••k 7our auper1or or the 
booklc•eper, 
FUNCTION-OPERATION 420 Special roadway ourtace operation• 
421 Mud Jacking and underooal1ng 
100 Ell81NEERlll 423 Plant-mix seal (-ll\) 
424 Scarifying and remixing 
110 Preliminary Engineering 42S Bit,treatmont(1nv.ponetrat1on) 
111 Field enginoeriD(! 426 Reaurtacing (bit.sand seal) 
112 Otfice eD(!inooriD(! 427 Protection &: traffic h1Uldl.1ng 
11) Material toot• duping above operation• 
114 Toot boringo 429 Other cos ts · 
115 Tratf ic & 1pood 1tudie1 440 Sbouldor1 and 1ido approac.he1 
117 Plan•, spoca & eotlmate1 441 Patohing 
118 Aerial aurvey 1 442 Roaooding and reaodding 
119 Other coota 44.3 B1tum1nou• resealing 
120 Right or Way 444 Replacing in kind 
123 Appraiaoro: sala.rie1 & o:icpon10 44S Reahaping 
12S ROW Agents; oalarie1 & e:icpen1e 449 Other costa 
129 Sconomic atudi••I ourv•1• 460 Roadaido and drainage 
149 Other coats 461 Erooion and waohouts 
150 Con•truction Rnginooring 462 Drainage channola & 1tructure1 
lSl Fiold engineering & 1&7out 4bJ Cloan1ni:; ditdlo• 
152 Office engineoriD(! 461t Clean~ rop~:r catch buino 
154 Material teat1 & inopeotion 465 Walla, oribbing & riprap 
1S5 E1timAtas1 progres1 & final 466 Troea,ahrubs & planting 
OBJECT CODE 156 Inspection; quMt1t7 meaoureilant 41>7 r.owing & wood control 
114 Regular pay (ular1ed) 159 Other coat• 460 Roae.oc11ng &: roaodc11n& 
US Regul&J' pay (hourly) DIAllCI 479 Other coota 
120 overtime pay 4oo MAlllT 460 Structures: Repairing & Maintaining 
12) Vacation leave 410 Routine roadwa7 ourtac• operation• 4~1 Stol"lll aowora 124 Sic' leave lj.l.l Patching • aaphalt concrot• 482 Sanitary aevora 
12S Holida7 leave lj.l.2 Patch1"<! - Bit, s.T. 484 Cattle paoo 
126 Ju17 leave 41.3 Patching - PCConcrete 468 Viaducts 
127 K111t&l'y leave 41.li Joint and crack tilling 490 Dam.s 
128 Bad weather 415 Stone and gravel Peplaa .. ent 491 Underpaaaoo 
,.o•r••• 
100 TllA,,IC HllYICll 
SlO Snow and 101 control 
Sll Snow remov&l 
Sl2 Snow fenoo;erection & r .. oT&l. 
' 
i 
I 
I 
i 
~M ~~~ti~~ :r~::oal• ~ 
Sl5 Ice removal J 
516 Opening inlet• a: ohannd• , 
S29 Other coata '. 
S.30 Tra1'tic control,aervice tao111tle• ! 
5.31 Pa1ntll.,-;, 1triping & lll&J'k1ng1 ; 
Repai~!.:ig, !OS1.nta1nine: i' 
S32 Signal equipment SH Tra1'tic ligna 1' 5 Ouard rdll 
SJ Right-ot-va7 tancea 
SJ llighva7 ligb.tine •11ta I, 
.549 Pede1trian tac1litie1 
SSO Reat & i'icnia &rMI ' 
5S3 I>etour1(oot on canatruction) 
SS9 Other coeto 
IOO 011.UTOI 
HO lllDllltCT ltlll'Htr 
651 P1eld maiiltananc• aiperv11iou 
6$2 Field m&l.ntanano• engineering 
6SJ Complaint 1.Dve1tigation 
6.54 Special 
129 Equipment bJ'eakdC'VD 4lb Bladlne 492 Ovorpaoooa 
.... ~_rt_~_th_e_!;_ng_pa_•_1:_~_L._a_;n_ine _ ..._ __ ti_~_~_t11_·:_·r_P_~_~!-~_: __ t _ 1v: __ ·-----,...,--------t-~-4--~-~4~~.~--~:-~·-~-~-~---o-~~·-_,;~:=_::_:_=;:~::rn~~=~=-:;o::v=e=d==S=y~s=t=e=rn==o=f=--_J 
'Rnnlrkroon; 1"'\rT ~"""...:I 1\ ___ ,,_..._.: -- +-- T----
:•,,.•: r i 
: \ __ .:~----. --------------- --·-----. --·--------·------· -----·- --- ---- ~;911 :r-· ---- ···--------- ------ ----- ... - . -------------· ·--- ----I j i ,-. /;-1/1 J b <'.~EP COUNTY SHOP ,) -"J 1Y- .~v..~ .. ~ ~'=-. 
.r;;c. ~~~'{1 It / ·/t' ,1-h / /};• : . 
. 
,/ ' /' J</ ~ff I/ /// ~:r1· y / - 1../ '-1.$ J • J . ~t'~ • / ~I A(t . (hlfc/f]/l{o /2-J(--7 / 
I -NAM£ (/ I 0 .. 11 - ,. ~ M!1 
, "'! ! 
I AOORfSS f'101'of :1 Ii Ii 
YEAR ANO MAKE Tlf' Qt M"<'I ! -'OiOi 1'0. ~EilAL NO I c.;s1 o~:>E• so 1! 12-1- !l 1: I 
~ttOOME!Ei '£ LIClNSE P@UM!SEO !'HONE YES 01 C«Dtt w1•ncs IY jl I I? I:?----";/ A.M WHEN ., I ,_,. READY NOD !I 
lUBil- D C~AMC.f D flU$'18 HUSH D WASH D fOllSH D i OPU. NO. 11 CATE Qll l:U."IS Olff ! 
'i 
-- A/-CA~,,v,-i?t-J /??.rth.J~ I ii I :j 
--ML-/:!. zf- - - ~/t. ! d 
- -~~- _,-t/>J I ii 
kA /.f.r-"/, --"~~,,/Jg? .:P 3-o fl_; / ! ,, !i ! Ii 
..._, 
;t -
'I ! I I
I il 
i !i A 
~·-J</b ' 1! - /./} i;tO:j 
pd'~,,- ;_j It.vi - ~ ' (I 
7L.f ~ _,_!1 
·11//'J'? j{j,/.A , 33 11111 
I II 
ii I I 
OUTSIDE I REPAIRS 1 __,,,..-- Ii 
} /(_~~.l!tr- [ Atff-ft-0,; (~ t'!f) v- jj 
-- /I f F. S. i/Jq ~y> I! 1! Gals. Gos@ Total lobar =----.=:__j 
"110.J Ots. Oil@ I / )10 Body Work I 
'/ Qls. Tron1, 
':?,,_~1._ej__ _J. J._ 
~/ a.~1 ACCES. NO. TIRES. TUBES, AND Fluld @ Total Ports /~CCESS.ORIES ---
~ {!;ii l1 ~_f;>!-v I '1- .'J-, ;j<) Lbs. Grease @ Accessories II Total / ,,,~ ~o ii 
')' , , ·""- Tires and Tubes ---1--~1 ( I hereby 0vlh0tiu th• abo"• r•j,.1011 •or• rob• do,..• o!on~ with lh• Cot. 011, Gr.ctW, ~ IL (i' L- '"""- flJ. •· - I I L ___ y_-:-i fteC'IHOty moletfol, ond heraby gronl you ood/ot your empluy•H 
p•rmiulon 10 01:..rote th• cor, lr"d or ••hKle l.er•i"' de\t"b•d on 
-------
'''••h~ h'Qhwovt or •h•..,..h•t• for the purpo•• o# •••H"il o,,'1/0# Outside Repairs r-t-jj [v'-0 ii 
1> I 0-IP tn1pe<fion. An ••P'•H m.c.>ianlc'1 lief' 11 t-.ere!ty Ul(~,.owlodged on - !--r--11 TOT AL ACCESSORIES obo•• <or. hvc• ~ uhlcl• to H<vre lh• Gmownt of replllu lherato. 
- ·-- ..... - ., __ - - ----· ,___ Tax :1 
Nol Rupon1;ble For lou or Oumoue lu Curi 01 A1llc.le1 lell In Con In T~~~I -"':~t~ __ p£t'i=-12JJ CoH of Fife, lh•lt o: Any_~1he; Cuu1!. Beyond~"-~ Co:ltol. )t' 
. 
-- -
NAME 
MO. DAY HOURS 
300 SERIES- CDrJSTRUCTION 
320-;-Bridges 
330 -Roadway Culverts 
331 - Pipe Culverts 
332-Box Culverts 
350 - Roadway Construction 
351-Clearing & Grubbing 
352-Excavation & 
Entrances 
360 - Surfaces 
361 - Granular 
367 - P. C. Concrete 
380 - Roadside Construction 
382- Erosion 
384-Erosion Control 
386- Tile lines 
390 - Traffic Controls 
391 -Signs 
393 - Pavement Markings 
394- Guardrail 
78 
POWESHIEK COUNTY TIME CARD 
MACHINE HOURS 
RATE EARNED LOCATIOllJ I PROJECT 
OPER/\TIOI~ COuii~G: 
400 SERIES-MAlf•JTHJMiCE 4!l0 - Rondsido Maintenance 
420 - Bridges 481 - Ditch Cleaning 
430 - Culverts 482- Shoulders 
431 - Pipe Culverts 483 - Erosion Control 
432- Box Culverts 484 - Entrances 
450 -Roadway Maintenance 485- Tile Lines 
451 - Blading Granular 490 -Road Clearing 
452- Blading Earth 491 - Brush Cutting 
453 -Ditching 492 - Spraying 
460 - Surface Maintenance 493-Mowing 
461-Granular 
462-Stabilized Granular 500 SERIES- TRAFFIC SERV. 
463 -Oust Palliative 520 - Snow & Ice Control 
464 - Seal Coat 521 - Plowing & Spreading 
466 -Asphalt Concrete 522- Plowing & Blading 
467 - P. C. Concrete 523 - Chemical & Abrasive 
Spreading 
590- Traffic Control 
591 -Signs 
593 - Pavement Markings 
594-Guardrails 
BEGINNING -----ENO ____ YEAR -----
OPERATION EQUIP. 
NO. 
" 
600 SERIES-EQUIPMEIJT & 
EQUIPMENT OPER. 
620 - Equip. Ro pair & Sorv. 
621-Parts 
622 -County labor 
624-Servicing Equipment 
625-Salety 
650-Sundry 
900 SERIES- HOLDING 
ACCOUNT 
901 -FICA & !PERS 
902 - Insurance 
903 -Vacation leave 
904-Sick Leave w /Pay 
905 - Paid Holidays 
907 - Inclement Weather 
908-Safety 
HRS. 
Ml. 
FUEL Oil 
MATE::llAlS usm (;R 
HCE:VCO (ll!>i) 
GREASt 
) 
WARREN COUNTY WEEKLY TIME CARD --- PATROL OPERATORS 
NAME MACHINE HOURS BEGINNING'------ ENO _____ _ YEAR-----
MO. DAY HOURS RATE EARNED LOCATION I PROJECT 
;'! 
h--=- .·. ·. \:-~,-)· ·<f··~ durine1 tt-1;-::· ·. ·-···?.:t' ::o-.r::.~ci ~i;..:·:J z~~C.i'iC 
• · · J60 Surfaces 
~ONSTRUCTION: 361 Granular 
~ · 213_ lf1speqion-- 362 Stabilized G"ran. 
310 Righi 01 Way 364 Bit. Seal Coat 
312 Fence 
320 Bridges 
330 Culver ts 
331 Pipe Culv. 
332 Box Culv. 
350 Rdwy. Cons tr. 
351 Clear & Grub 
352 Excavation 
353 Entrance 
359 Misc. 
367 P.C. Cone. 
380 Roadside Constr. 
382 Erosion Control (Row) 
383 Shoulder Grading 
384 Erosion Control 
(Slructures) 
386 Tile Lines 
389 Misc. 
J90 Traffic Controls 
391 Signs 
393 Pvmt. Markings 
394 Guard Rail 
OPERATION CODING: 
MAINTENANCE 
J20 Bridges 
J30 Culverts 
431 Pipe Culv. 
432 Box Culv. 
J50 Roadway Main!. 
451 Blading. Gran. 
452 Blading. Earlh 
453 Ditching 
454 Repair Slides, 
Washouts 
459 Misc. 
-160 Surf,1ce Main!. 
461 Granular 
463 Dusr Palliative 
464 Seat Coat 
467 P.C.Conc. 
c:.\JUIP. 
NO. OPERATION 
.100 f.<oad'>idc f./',oint. 
481 Ditch Cleaning 
482 Shoulders 
403 Erosion Control 
484 Entrances 
485 Tile Lines 
486 Storm Sewers 
489 Misc. 
-l90 Ro.id c !earing 
491 Brush Cutting 
492 Spraying 
493 Mowing 
499 Misc 
~20 Snow & Ice Control 
521 Plowing & Sp
0
readin9 
522 Plow & Blade Only 
523 Chem. & Abrasives 
FUEL OIL GREASE 
r Spread l 
524 Chem. & Abrasives 
I M.1tNial) 
525 Snow Fence 
529 Misc. 
590 Traffic Controls 
591 Signs 
593 Pvmt. Markings 
594 Guard Ra:! 
599 Other 
620 Equipmcnr Repair 
622 Counly LalJOr 
624 Service Equip. 
650 Sundry 
653 Labor & Building & 
Ground IV.'! in tenance 
.. 
\ . ... \ 1-ak.e Year Operator, 
tours or Miles, January I,~ :\ Hours or Hi 1 es, Dec.ember 31 ' \ ' 
'\ \. \ 
\ 
Warre1 'ounty \ 
MISC ITEMS \ 
MONTH REPAIRS MAINT LABOR GASOLINE DIESEL FU.EL OIL GREASE ANTIFREEZE Chains, ~l LABOR IN Batterles, co 
Parts Labor FIELD Gal. Cost Gal Cost Ots. Cost Lbs. Cost Ots. Cost Tires. etc. 
Januarv \ 
.. 
. • . ."? .• . 
r. 
Februarv 
« 
March 
l 
Aori I ' 
' 
: ! Mav : 
I i 
June 
I 
! Jul•,. i 
! 
AuQuSt i i 
! 
Seot. 
Oct. 
\ 
Nov. 
'Dec. \ 
+or. ~LS 
\ 
! 
.. \ 7 { 7 '-\ \ \ \ ) . l ( -· CX) 
./ 
' 
I 0 • I ' 
/ \ ! . . \ \ J .. 
' 
' 
Operator 
1 
I 
.RE!i4P.KS 
War re· ~ounty 
~'rachi-ne No,_---- Miles or Hours 1st of Month 
YEA~-----
Hiles or Hours End of Month 
-1-
--
-i-
_J_ 
! 
--
' 
-·-
-1-
.J_ 
I 
--
-'-
_! _ 
_ I _ 
_J _ 
_ I_ 
----------------------------------------------------
